
Your M&A Advisory Advantage 

 

As a CM&AA, we know you take your role in advising your clients seriously.  Value acceleration is an important 

component in the process of cultivating successful transactions for you and those you serve.  If you are looking to 

take your M&A practice to the next level, we encourage you to become a Certified Value Growth Advisor™ (CVGA).  

 

You’ve already heard about the many benefits of Corporate Value Metrics’ proprietary software during your 

CM&AA class, now receive first hand instruction and advice from its creator, Ken Sanginario and other leaders in 

their fields. This certification teaches methods to deliver services that positively impact growth, profits, and value 

for your clients.  

 

Plus, for a limited time, we are offering CM&AAs special pricing on this five-day course. Instead of the regular price 

of $4,950, we are offering CM&AA’s special pricing of $3,950, by registering with the code: CMAA/CVGA. 

 

“Here at the Alliance of M&A Advisors (AM&AA), we envision a future M&A “eco-system”, where transaction 
advisors, value growth advisors, capital markets, and business owners will collaborate in a more integrated manner 
to ensure the highest success for all.  We’ve expanded the AM&AA to encourage a more diverse membership of 
subject matter experts who can add value to companies in the years leading up to transactions, and we have added 
a new half-day  session in our own Certified M&A Advisor (CM&AA) program to focus on the importance of value 
growth services within the M&A process.  Our new  session, which has quickly become one of the most popular, is 
led by Ken Sanginario, founder of Corporate Value Metrics (CVM). As popular as our new  session is, it is only an 
introduction to the much deeper dive into value growth services that CVM has created in its Certified Value Growth 
Advisor program (CVGA). We view the CVGA as a highly synergistic program for CM&AAs, and have collaborated 
with CVM in offering CM&AAs a benefit for attending the CVGA program. The two credentials together create a 
powerful skill set, and a differentiator in the marketplace, that will create unique new opportunities for our 
practitioners. I highly encourage CM&AAs to consider attending the CVGA program, and to take their practices to a 
new level.” 
  
Michael Nall 
Founder & CEO 
Alliance of M&A Advisors 
 

Register today. 

http://www.corporatevalue.net/cvga/
http://www.corporatevalue.net/cvga/cvga-instructor-bios/
http://www.corporatevalue.net/class-dates-pricing/
http://www.corporatevalue.net/contact/certified-value-growthadvisor-application/

